
Aquatic Invasive Weeds Treatments for Grass Lake 
 

PLM Lake & Land Management (PLM), under contract with the Township, is the company  
permitted by DNR to treat Grass Lake to control the types of plants by targeted herbicide  
treatments of exotics and allow native species to inhabit those areas.  Native plants generally 
cause far less recreational and ecological damage than exotic species like Eurasian watermilfoil 
(EWM)... The scope of this project does not —cannot— address overall weed removal. The  
management plan for the lake is comprehensive and meant to cover a 5-year period; aquatic  
invasives cannot be eradicated at this point, so continued treatments will remain a necessary  
expense going forward to control plants growth for the good of lake activities. Residents should  
be aware that: 

1)    The entire lake is not treated every time PLM visits.   

2)    PLM targets specific exotic plant species in the lake and the areas where they  

are found.  
NOTE: PLM does not treat every residence around the lake but does make exceptions  
for a legitimate issue.  For instance, in some where native plants have mixed with some  
exotics and have become so thick it is hard for those residents to access the lake at their 
docks (i.e., the north bay), PLM will treat such areas—on a case-by-case basis.  

3)    Grass Lake has native pondweeds in the middle of the lake. PLM is not allowed by  

the permit to treat native plants more than 100 feet from shore. 

4)    Beds of native pondweeds cannot be treated with herbicides if far from shore.   
       NOTE: PLM reports that the only option for management of these areas is mechanical  

harvesting — which it can do as a service under a separate contract; harvesting is  
expensive and not recommended for our shallow lake on any scale because plants  
can grow almost in the entirety of the lake.  Also, pondweeds tend to naturally cycle in  
density and coverage every few years; in some years they will be denser than in others.  

The professional executing the treatment very familiar with Grass Lake, having worked here since 
PLM treatments commenced in 2009. The first treatment this year took place on May 24 and next 
one is scheduled for Wednesday, June 22; that will be a combination of shoreline weed treatment 
and offshore areas for the EWM.  He will also conduct a pretreatment survey at the same time.  

The Township and Village aim to present as much information as possible to interested citizens  
regarding this multi-year project, with treatments scheduled monthly in the growing season. The 
special assessment district (SAD) — shoreline parcel owners who primarily fund treaments —  
received flyers about what chemicals are used plus tentative dates. And PLM posts signs before 
treatment applications in affected areas.  
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